SANSSpace
Interactive Language Learning
Online 24/7
OVERVIEW

The online language learning environment that language educators
have been waiting for! And it’s so easy to use!
SANSSpace is a dynamic, 24/7, online interactive language
learning environment designed specifically for Language
Educators to manage and deliver YOUR course content
to students, track and measure progress and enable
collaboration. Students learn how to speak, read, write, and
listen in their new language by completing YOUR courses
anytime, anywhere.
The system features a powerful, online comparative recorder
and player. Students can interrogate and record their own
answers and responses to video and audio files. Instructors can
provide feedback, mark and assess the work through a powerful
bookmarking feature, either by video, audio or text.
Live collaboration is supported by a streamed multi person chat feature in text, audio and video for ‘real time’ tuition in a
controlled setting.
SANSSpace can be used for Online Learning, Classroom Learning, Blended Learning, Distance Education and more.
Audio, video, image and text exercises can be very easily added by the instructor/faculty/organisation and be used to deliver
powerful curriculum aligned courses including activities, lessons, quizzes and more. Through carefully constructing a series of
activities and lessons YOUR way, students can very quickly start learning and communicating in the target language.
SANSSpace can be used 24/7 anytime, anywhere, from any device with access to the internet including computers, laptops,
tablets and smart phones. SANSSpace Apps are also available for iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ devices.
Accessible from any browser, SANSSpace compliments the Bring
Your Own Technology (BYOT) or Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
strategies in education. The system compliments existing learning
management systems that may be in place at your institution.
Powerful administration features enable administrators to very easily
manage the system.
Tracking and reporting tools provide a complete picture of student
interaction with multimedia materials. Instructors can quickly identify
areas where students require attention as well as being able to stretch
the more able. The tracking and quiz features can also be used for
student grading. Reports provide great visibility to managers on the
return on their language learning investment.
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“For me, SANSSpace represents an important milestone in the development of effective teaching methods for language learning.”
– Will Harvey, Didcot Girls School

How does it work?
SANSSpace is a powerful, easy to use, online language learning system that is used by Language Educators to
manage and deliver language courses and content to their students, track and measure their progress and enable
collaboration.
YOUR Learning Community
Firstly SANSSpace can be customised to reflect your
organisation’s branding and fit within your organisation’s
existing intranet, website or “cloud”.
Your typical learning community is likely to include students,
Instructors and an administrator. Within SANSSpace it is
possible to define permissions based on the type of user.
For example an appointed Administrator may have full
administrative rights, whilst a student may only be given
access to courses that they are studying. Instructors can
very easily either post or even create their own courses and
learning resources or content from designated publishers
in dedicated SANSSpace folders or other folders on the
School/Faculty/Organisation’s network.
Course Management and Delivery
Text, audio and video resources for lessons, quizzes or reference can be added or created easily and quickly. Free content
from the internet or from relevant publishers can also be uploaded. Educators can add course instructions, announcements,
deadlines and content related information for any task. Course content can be reused time after time, archived or made
available automatically at a preset date. YOU can add new and modify existing courses and content whenever and
wherever you want - very quickly and very easily!

The Digital Comparative Recorder is a powerful tool for Language Educators and Students
Designed specifically for Language Educators, this
powerful recorder allows Students and Instructors to
work with both audio and video files both individually and
collaboratively.
Users are able to listen to an audio file while
simultaneously recording their voice. This is great for
language drills as encountered in traditional language
laboratories.
The MarkIT™ “bookmarking” feature allows both
students and Instructors to insert written or verbal
comments at specific points in an audio or video file.
Feedback, marking and collaboration is made very easy
and effective.
Students can save recordings to their personal folder or “submit’ their work to the course folder which allows the Instructor to
open and mark it. Students also have the option of sharing their recordings with other sudents for collaborative exercises.
This online recorder is also available as an application for compatiable Apple® or Android™ devices. SANSSpace can be
opened in a standard browser and when the Digital Comparative Recorder is accessed, the app will seamlessly open.

Track and Mark
SANSSpace captures all user activity so that educators and students can easily view the learning process. The fluidity with
which students are progressing through course content can be monitored and any areas of difficulty can be identified and
targeted. Instructors can communicate comments and grades back to students collectively or individually.
Granular Reporting
The powerful granular tracking functionality is a strategic tool for Administrators and Instructors. With a complete picture of the
learning community’s utilisation of resources through SANSSpace, it’s easy to see activity within a given period of time, assess
teaching and learning outcomes and adjust use accordingly. Instructors can also quickly identify students who are struggling
and extend those more able. Reports can be customised to a high degree of detail if required and exported in standard file
formats.
Collaborate and Stay Connected
Students and Instructors can stay connected with each other through a variety of communication tools including live chat,
forums and an announcement function.
Folders / Student Portfolios
The easy-to-use Content Management System (CMS) allows Instructors and Students to access their folders and files relevant
to the courses they are enrolled in. Student work files (including video, audio and text) can be saved in their own portfolios or
shared for collaborative exercises.
If your organistaion already has an CMS where Students and Instructors have their own accounts and storage, SANSpace can be
configured to link to these.

Does SANSSpace support Classroom, Virtual and Blended learning?
Absolutely! With SANSSpace, students and instructors can collaborate in a very flexible, yet controlled online environment
anytime and anywhere. They may be in a fixed physical location with time specific learning; they may be virtual without set
spaces or times; or they may be blended, combining both fixed and virtual learning spaces. Varied learning environments
provide schools with opportunities to address the needs of student populations that may be full or part-time and on or
off campus – often with schedules that make it difficult to facilitate only traditional classroom based language learning.
SANSSpace extends language learning opportunities to meet these needs and the expectations of today’s students. It is also
the perfect online tool for any Distance Language Education Program.
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“SANSSpace features the most powerful Online Multimedia Digital
Comparative Recorder for Language Learning that is available today.”

Who developed SANSSpace?
SANSSpace was developed by SANS Inc. in the USA, the company who developed the worlds most advanced Digital
Language Lab Software, Sony Virtuoso™ and Sony Soloist®.

What languages does it offer?
SANSSpace is not “language specific”, meaning that it can be used as an instructional tool for all spoken and visual
languages. If you teach 10 foreign languages, you can use it for 10 languages. If you teach only ESL, you can use it for only
ESL. You can even teach sign language! SANSSpace is a system designed for YOU to deliver YOUR language courses.

Is SANSSpace just another Vocabulary System?
SANSSpace is NOT just a system that can deliver vocabulary lessons. It is a powerful online, content management and
language learning tool that enables you to very easily deliver and manage all of your language courses, lessons and exercises
(whether it’s vocabulary, grammar, conversational exercises or culture, SANSSpace has you covered). When it comes to
vocabluary, you can load as many vocabluary exercises as you wish in any format and in any language - there’s no limit.

How much does it cost?
We understand that language resources can be limited. SANSSpace is NOT charged by the number of Language Courses you
teach. SANSSpace can be used to teach any number of language courses and other subjects.
SANSSpace is charged per user license. For example, you may have 500 Students learning a language and 10 Instructors
and 1 Administrator. Therefore you would require 511 SANSSpace licenses.
The overall cost of SANSSpace depends on how many licenses you require and the license period you would like to sign up for
(we offer 1, 2 or 3 year options). Please contact us to discuss pricing for your organisation.
A popular consideration is potentially charging students a “Software Fee”, meaning that the software can be either part-funded
or fully funded by your students and not by your organisation or grant.

Can I get a free trial of SANSSpace?
Absolutely! If you are interested in recieving a free trial, contact us today at sales@sansoceania.com
However, first we’ll conduct a personalised one-on-one demo where you can see SANSSpace in action. This also provides
you a great opportunity to ask us questions relating to how SANSSpace would benefit your organisation and your students.
Then we’ll provide you with a small number of licenses for your own free trial.
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